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This document reflects a series of meetings hosted by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York’s
Community Development unit in collaboration with other organizations on the looming housing and
commercial property crisis. * It is designed to facilitate further discussion to help remedy this critical issue.
As this paper was being finalized, Congress was voting to approve a second stimulus plan that included
extending the federal eviction moratorium to January 31, 2021. The perspectives herein reflect those of
the authors and do not reflect the views of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York or the Federal Reserve
System.

Key Takeaways
1. Rent burdens, limited affordable housing options, and evictions are issues that plagued
significant shares of the population before the COVID-19 pandemic, particularly communities of
color and low-income populations. The COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated these challenges,
requiring immediate solutions beyond the extension of the national eviction moratorium.
2. While clear long-term housing affordability problems exist, we cite acute issues related to this
pandemic and the accompanying recession. These new challenges, which require an alternate
set of solutions, should be addressed in the near-term to mitigate an evictions crisis coupled
with a crisis facing commercial and residential landlords.
3. The private sector, public sector, and philanthropy can play key roles in mitigating crises related
to affordable housing, evictions, and household financial stability, although only the federal
government can provide resources commensurate with needs. These opportunities include
various forgivable loan programs, federal assistance, and philanthropic grants.
4. A racial equity lens must be central to the design of these programs, and engaging key validators
in the design and implementation of policies can help to ensure that the most vulnerable
populations are reached.
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Overview of Key Issues
The COVID-19 pandemic and its associated job losses have limited residential and commercial renters’
ability to pay monthly expenses and landlords’ ability to keep current on mortgages. Although the
extended national evictions moratorium before Congress would offer some relief, it is not a long-term
answer to the challenges facing landlords and tenants. Finding solutions to these challenges, which
threaten neighborhood safety and stability, is critical to avoid intensifying existing racial, gender, and
economic disparities. While the nation as a whole faces an evictions crisis, this paper focuses on New
York City, which has 2.2 million renter-occupied housing units. 1

Rent burdens, affordable housing, and evictions prior to the pandemic
COVID-19 is exacerbating residential and commercial rent burdens, as well as affordable housing and
evictions crises that existed prior to the pandemic. In 2018, the National Low Income Housing Coalition
found that earning the federal or prevailing state minimum wage in a standard 40-hour work week is not
sufficient to afford a decent two-bedroom rental unit. In only 22 counties (less than one percent of
counties in the U.S.), could a minimum wage worker afford a one-bedroom apartment. 2 Accordingly,
about half (48 percent) of renters in the U.S. are rent burdened, with higher shares of Black and Hispanic
tenants facing affordability stresses. 3,4 Figure 1 shows the change in wages and rent over time,
illustrating stagnating wages alongside increasing rents and cost burdens.
Figure 1. Change in Median Rent and Wages from 1960 to 2016

Percentage changes are relative to 1960. Adjusted for inflation.
Source: Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University

As of 2016, 4.8 million households received federal rental assistance in the form of housing choice
vouchers, public housing, other HUD multifamily assistance, or USDA rural assistance. 5 However, many
renter households still face financial insecurity, often due to a limited supply of affordable housing
options. For example, the New York City Housing Department considers the shortage of affordable
housing to be a city-wide crisis. 6
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Eviction filings have been persistent over the past two decades. Between 2000 to 2016, the Eviction Lab
at Princeton University estimated there was roughly one eviction filing for every 17 renter households.
One in 40 renters was estimated to have actually been evicted during this period. 7 Locally, New York City
saw almost 140,000 filings in 2019.

Housing and health outcomes
Housing stability plays a crucial role in influencing health outcomes. Many studies have shown that
homelessness, housing instability (e.g. moving frequently, rent burdens), and evictions lead to poor
physical and mental health outcomes. These may include serious illness as well as increased anxiety and
depression related to living with unstable housing. 8 Moreover, low-income households that are rent
burdened less often have a regular health care provider and also tend to postpone necessary
treatment. 9
Particularly relevant to the COVID-19 pandemic is the fact that sheltering in place remains one of the
best ways to stop the spread of the virus. For individuals with unstable housing, it is likely more difficult
to remain home, putting them at greater risk for contracting and/or spreading COVID-19. 10

Key issues facing residential and commercial renters
A significant share of renters—both residential and commercial—continue to face difficulties when it
comes to paying their rent during the pandemic. As of the week of November 11, 2020, 83 percent of
renters (representing 44 million renters) were current on their rent. This share is 82 percent for Hispanic
renters and 69 percent for Black renters. For December, 30 percent of renters had little to no confidence
in paying their December rent. This share increases to 37 percent for Hispanic renters and 42 percent for
Black renters. Of clear concern is the share expecting to be evicted in the next two months, which is 46
percent overall, 39 percent for Hispanic renters, and 48 percent for Black renters. 11
Substantial job losses are a primary cause of the decreased confidence in paying rent. Urban Institute
estimates that 5.3 million renter households have experienced at least one job loss since the pandemic’s
onset. 12 Other factors exacerbate rent burden, such as working reduced hours or employment in lower
wage jobs. Many of the country’s lowest paying jobs are considered essential during the pandemic, and
people of color are also more concentrated in these jobs. 13 While most policy has been crafted to help
provide rental assistance to workers who lost their employment, many low-wage essential workers
continue to remain rent burdened. 14
In order to reduce the cost burdens of the unemployed and wage-constrained, renters continue to need
assistance. For example, Urban Institute estimates that supplementing state unemployment insurance
with a weekly $300 would decrease the rent-burdened households from 68 percent to 53 percent. A
$600 weekly stipend (resuming CARES Act benefits) would further reduce the share of renter
households experiencing rent burden to 39 percent. 15
In addition to renter households, commercial renters also face significant barriers. Initial estimates put
active business ownership losses at 3.3 million between February and April, 2020. 16 In contrast to
residents, businesses did not have physical access to their commercial space during shelter-in-place
mandates, resulting in significant revenue losses. Eighty-one percent of small employer firms (1 to 499
employees) experienced a revenue decline due to COVID-19, 1 in 4 are in poor financial condition, and
43 percent had difficulty paying rent in 2020. 17 These experiences have direct impacts on a firm’s ability
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to pay its rent in the future, especially because rent is often the highest fixed cost for small businesses. 18
For example, a survey of businesses in Brooklyn, NY indicates that a sizeable share of firms have missed
rent payments throughout the pandemic months, with half missing rent in November. 19 The Fed’s Small
Business Credit Survey finds that firms in the Leisure & Hospitality, Retail, and Healthcare & Social
Assistance industries have had the most difficulty paying rent this year. 20 To survive, most businesses
cite grants and rent relief as their most important needs, 21 including programs like a recently launched
initiative in New York that assists commercial tenants and landlords in reaching mutually agreeable lease
renegotiations. 22
Both residential and commercial renters face a growing problem of arrears. For example, national
estimates put back rent obligations at up to $70 billion by year end, resulting in evictions of up to 40
million people. 23 A similar estimate is not readily available for commercial rent arrears. Accurately sizing
commercial rent arrears will be critical to understanding the magnitude of overall rent burdens going
forward, especially given the significant share of businesses that have had difficulty paying their rent. As
arrears continue to increase, many landlords and investors are likely getting even deeper into debt.

Key issues facing landlords
Many landlords have also become financially strained during the pandemic, particularly the “mom-andpop” investors who own small rental buildings. These types of buildings (small, with one-to-four units)
are disproportionately in certain metropolitan areas (such as Boston, Chicago, Pittsburgh, Los Angeles,
and New York) and tend to have lower rents than larger-unit buildings. 24 Further, Class C rental
properties have the lowest rates of rent collections. These buildings often serve as our nation’s
unsubsidized affordable housing and are at high risk of being sold to outside investors if the owners
have a mortgage on the property and are having trouble paying. If this happens, our country will have
even less affordable housing when the pandemic abates. 25
Moreover, Black and Hispanic landlords are more likely to own these smaller, one-to-four unit buildings
than any other kind of rental property. Often, the owners are using these properties as their primary
source of income, making this a pathway to wealth accumulation and asset building. Without regular
rent payments from tenants, these landlords have had to tap into their savings and look for other
sources of income, as well as reduce their spending on building maintenance. 26
Affordable properties entail higher operating expenses, which puts extra strain on landlords and
ultimately longer-term property viability. The National Leased Housing Association commissioned a
report of affordable owners and found that 74 percent experienced higher operating expenses as a
result of the pandemic. 27 Many owners are deferring longer term capital needs to pay for these costs.
Without the resources to maintain buildings, the quality of the rental stock is likely to decline as the
pandemic continues. Smaller property investors may also be under pressure to sell to more liquid
owners, leading to consolidation in the industry, or be forced to declare bankruptcy, thereby reducing
the overall supply of affordable rental units.
Moreover, commercial rental income is increasingly uncertain. Given the significant amounts of business
closures and revenue declines noted previously, many commercial building owners are unsure if they
will be able to receive their rental income. And, if building owners were to evict their commercial
tenants, they may not be able to fill the space again for some time. For example, before the pandemic,
Brooklyn was facing a retail vacancy crisis due to oversupply; now even fewer businesses can afford
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space, thereby further reducing demand for an already oversupplied market. 28 The loss of storefronts
and other commercial buildings will also affect communities more broadly, including employment
prospects, quality of life, and safety.

Examination of relevant COVID-19 policies to date
Moratoria and rent relief
•
•
•

•

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Moratorium halted evictions for renters facing
economic hardship through December 31, 2020. 29
The Tenant Safe Harbor Act and Governor Cuomo’s executive order both limit residential
evictions in New York during the pandemic through December 31, 2020.
New York State’s COVID Rent Relief Expansion Program offers a one-time rent subsidy to
renters who made 80 percent or less of the Area Median Income before the pandemic, lost
income, and are considered to be rent burdened. The application period is open through
February 2021.
The Moratorium on Utility Terminations S-8113A prohibits utility, water works, and telephone
companies as well as municipalities from discontinuing utility, water, or telephone service due
to non-payment by any residential customer for the duration of the State of Emergency.

Eviction and utility moratoria were developed with the purpose of lifting the financial burden residents
face during the pandemic. Clearly, these orders are short-term necessities to help many households
bridge pandemic-related hardships. 30 Still, if renters are unable to pay back rent and late fees when
these moratoria are lifted, both renters and landlords could face precarious financial situations. For
example, evidence from New York City suggests that rent arrearages in recent eviction filings have been
much higher than the typical $3,000-$4,000 filing. 31 It is likely that the moratoria have delayed eviction
filings, so more rent is owed by the time the filing is submitted. 32 As a result, we are likely to see
increased costs facing landlords, the lending system, the property tax system, and the public health
system. We may be on the cusp of an eviction tsunami.
CARES Act 33 and December stimulus 34
•

•

•

Relief for individuals (CARES Act)
o $300 billion in Economic Impact Payments: $1,200 for individuals earning less than
$75,000 per year, with an additional $500 per child
o Unemployment benefits: $600 per week added to existing unemployment benefits;
additional 13 weeks of unemployment insurance
Relief for small businesses (CARES Act)
o Emergency grants up to $10,000
o Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) forgivable loans; 25% of funds initially eligible for
nonpayroll expenses (e.g. rent), later adjusted to 40%
Additional relief for individuals (second stimulus)
o An additional $600 Economic Impact Payment for many Americans
o $25 billion in additional funds for rent relief
o Unemployment benefits: $300 per week added to existing unemployment benefits for
11 weeks; additional 11 weeks of unemployment insurance through March 14, 2021
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•

Additional relief for small businesses (second stimulus)
o $248 billion in additional funds for PPP loans to businesses ($12 billion of this total is
reserved for minority-owned businesses)

Relief through CARES Act benefits has been far-reaching, with more than 150 million residents receiving
Economic Impact Payment stimulus checks in 2020. 35 Moreover, just over 5.2 million businesses
received PPP funds (totaling more than $525 billion). While these funds have had clear benefits for the
recipients, many still need additional assistance. For example, in November, long-term unemployment
continued its upward monthly trend to 3.9 million, and another 7.1 million people were not in the labor
force but wanted a job. 36 And without additional assistance, public costs of eviction-related
homelessness could total up to $129 billion. 37 Moreover, while PPP funds have been critical to keeping
the doors open for many businesses, many others have had to close and/or lay off workers to stay
afloat. 38
The December 2020 stimulus plan should offer similar types of relief as the CARES stimulus to many
individuals and businesses that are clearly still struggling to stay afloat financially. However, it is likely
that this stimulus will be insufficient to address the overall evictions and affordable housing crisis.
Although the stimulus plan extends the moratorium on evictions until January 31, 2021, the end result is
just delayed and many renters will end up owing even more back rent.

Knowledge Gaps, Barriers and Solutions
The New York Fed tracked the potential impact of evictions throughout the Fall and engaged diverse
stakeholders to identify solutions to avoid magnifying existing racial, gender, and economic disparities.
On October 27, the New York Fed in collaboration with the NYU Furman Center hosted its fourth event
in a series of discussions on economic inequality. The event, “The COVID-19 Eviction Cliff,” highlighted
insights on housing and evictions and included conversations with researchers, government, think tanks,
and organizational leaders. 39 On December 4, 2020 the New York Fed’s Community Development unit
hosted a virtual listening session to discuss what can possibly be done to lessen the number and impact
of residential evictions in New York City. The meeting consisted of a small group of landlords and tenant
leaders, along with relevant financial institutions, lawyers, regulators and the Partnership for New York
City, who framed possible solutions to the looming crisis and identified knowledge gaps.
A New York Fed senior Research economist initiated the December dialogue by providing a framework
to help participants think about the types of policy options to respond to the housing crisis. The current
options include: 1) lending solutions, including rent forbearance (e.g. loan from landlord to tenant) or
mortgage forbearance; 2) transfers or grants, including income support for tenants (e.g. unemployment
insurance, tenant- or project-based rental assistance, vouchers, enhanced unemployment insurance,
and stimulus checks) and forgivable loans to either tenants or landlords; and 3) regulation, which
includes eviction moratoria. Note that regulatory policies like eviction and foreclosure moratoria are not
effective on their own, but must work in conjunction with other types of assistance programs, since on
their own these moratoria “don’t pay the rent.” That is, they do not provide the financial liquidity
required for tenants and building owners. Of course, each policy option would require further
considerations: lending solutions presume that there will be sufficient future (tenant and landlord)
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income to allow repayment, while transfers would require decisions about income targets and might not
reach the most vulnerable, including undocumented individuals. 40

A Multi-Layered Problem
It is clear that the impending housing and commercial property crisis is complex and multilayered. It will
impact tenants, landlords, businesses, and neighborhoods. According to one affordable housing
provider, to adequately address the housing issue there will need to be a major intervention in the
rental housing sector that can only be matched by the scale of interventions that the federal
government took during the Great Recession. A non-profit executive mentioned that the lowest cost
unsubsidized affordable housing is experiencing the largest decreases in rent collections, threatening
owners, tenants, and ultimately the limited affordable housing available in many communities. There
are large numbers of renters who have lost their jobs and do not have the ability to pay rent.
To effectively develop policy solutions and accurately size the issue, policy influencers, financial
institutions, lawyers, and regulators could benefit from datasets that illuminate the magnitude of the
crisis and capture the most at-risk populations. Data assets would contain gross numbers on the type of
rental and commercial properties that house individuals most at-risk for eviction or foreclosure in New
York City. For some, an ideal data set would include an analysis on how many dwellings and commercial
entities fall under the New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) umbrella; and on the mortgage side,
the data set would capture Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and other properties financed through large New
York mortgage lenders.
There are limitations to accurately sizing the issue. According to some housing advocates, numbers are
not so clear in certain pockets of the population. For example, those who are undocumented, or live in
basement apartments, small buildings, or multi-family units may not be accurately represented in the
data. Additionally, there are barriers to obtaining data on the commercial side (small businesses),
including where mortgages or lending facilities may not be in place. This rationale also applies to
concerns about challenges in reaching the “hardest to reach” (e.g. undocumented, tenants of small
buildings, etc.) through loans and federal assistance programs.

Potential Solutions
Despite the data gaps, experts believe there are solutions to addressing the housing crisis, household
financial stability, and impact on small businesses. Common themes include the importance of policy
interventions effectively reaching all vulnerable populations with immediacy, the importance of multisector collaboration and regular communication, and the potential long-term (4-5 year) impact of the
crisis. Thus, some experts have advocated for both short-term and long-term solutions, including:
•

•

Extend federal rental assistance beyond what is currently provided in existing assistance
programs. One example would be project- or tenant-based rent vouchers provided to those
eligible for unemployment or experiencing financial hardship as a result of the pandemic (or
potentially others who have a demonstrated need).
Engage “validators” in conversations around housing/small business. To develop solutions, it is
critical to engage stakeholders who can assess the reach and effectiveness of fiscal relief
programs. Therefore, community-based perspectives with a racial equity lens must be baked
into the design of proposed programs.
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•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

Provide grants to landlords. Provide federal, state, and philanthropic grant dollars to landlords
in order to ultimately protect tenants.
Explore the possibility of banks and other financial institutions (e.g. CDFIs) creating a
consumer or micro-business PPP-like program.
Develop a mutual understanding that flexibility around qualifying requirements for assistance
is key in reaching the most vulnerable populations. As referenced above, as more restrictions
are built into fiscal-support programs, the harder it is for some New Yorkers to access them (e.g.
those who are unable to document income, undocumented populations, those who have a
written contract for leasing). Interested stakeholders should understand the extent of program
restrictions and the potential impact of barriers when designing relief programs.
Fill gaps through philanthropic dollars. Given the magnitude of this crisis, many believe that the
bulk of fiscal support should come from the government. However, given the challenges in
distribution and the inability for some vulnerable populations to qualify for support,
philanthropic dollars may be able to fill some gaps. Specifically, nonprofit and community-based
social service providers could distribute money provided by a philanthropic entity.
Leverage patient capital from asset management entities to provide support to small business
owners and bridge the gap between government lending programs and philanthropic grants.
Create a New York State or NYC-wide eviction working group (i.e. Advisory Committee) to
meet regularly to address the long-term concerns of the crisis.
Leverage health care systems. Health care systems could be stronger partners on evictions.
They could proactively screen for patients’ social determinants of health and invest in housing as
an upstream intervention. They could become strong advocates for local, state, and federal
health-promoting policies (e.g. Medicaid expansion) and other policies including those that
address evictions as a public health crisis. They could establish and support robust resources for
at-risk individuals, such as in-house medical-legal partnerships, to help families meet their
housing and other social needs. Finally, health care systems and providers might proactively
seek multi-sectoral collaborations with non-traditional partners, such as the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York, Chambers of Commerce, community-based organizations, and affordable
housing experts, if we are to prevent the impending eviction crisis.
Implement a reverse waterfall of multiple programs and players. The most effective way to
cover all those in need of rental assistance might be layering programs—a reverse waterfall—
starting with one that has broad coverage with an as-simple-as-possible mechanism for
determining need (e.g. income support for those unemployed), backing it up with rental
assistance for those not covered (based on ability to demonstrate hardship and meet any other
eligibility criteria for government assistance), with further backing from government emergency
grant help (e.g. NYC one-shots), and finally backed by philanthropic programs for those not
helped by any of the previous layers/programs.

Possible Action Steps
1. Assemble data assets in order to more clearly size the magnitude of evictions, likely evictions,
and rent burdens across all communities. While perfect data on buildings and neighborhood
characteristics may not exist, it is necessary to do better by developing a methodology for
examining evictions-related issues that takes a more forward-looking approach.
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2. Shape a local pilot program based on one of the solutions put forth (e.g. PPP for landlords). A
pilot will enable testing program features on a smaller scale before scaling up the solution to
more communities.
3. Form and convene a work group composed of researchers, capital providers, real estate entities,
affordable housing providers, policy influencers, and advocates focused on reaching vulnerable
populations, who often face the greatest risks (evictions and otherwise) and who are least likely
to be served by fiscal policy. It is imperative to engage key validators in the work group to
ensure that community-based perspectives are reflected and programs are designed to reach
the “hardest to reach.”
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